Effects of heat and cold application on turns and amplitude in surface EMG.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of cooling and heating of muscles on parameters of surface EMG (SEMG) under various well defined grades of isometric muscle contraction. In 32 healthy volunteers, aged 20-30 years, turns and amplitude (RMS) analysis was done in SEMG from the hand extensors. Muscle strength was defined by a new developed hand dynamometer. Values for RMS and turns in case of maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) over periods of 20 sec were determined for each volunteer and subsequently RMS and turns were measured during isometric contractions of 10%, 30%, 50% and 80% of MVC, interrupted each by rest periods. This procedure was repeated after cooling and warming the forearm with thermo packs. For control purposes the same investigations with three measurement periods of SEMG were done following the same time schedule without thermic stimuli. With increasing isometric contractions turns increased after heat application and decreased after ice application, compared to the values achieved without thermic stimuli. The differences were significant from a level of 30% of MVC (p < 0.05). No corresponding changes were seen for RMS. In the control experiment values of turns and RMS did not differ in the three measurement periods. It is concluded, that the amplitude in SEMG tracings seems to be a reliable parameter of muscle force, whereas turns are sensitive to temperature. They might be useful markers for therapeutic approaches targeted at the muscle.